APPENDIX

BARRISTERS IN PUBLIC OFFICE DURING THE REVOLUTION

The following list of revolutionary officials has been constructed from a wide variety of manuscript and printed sources (see the note below). Though every effort has been made to double-check the sources for mistakes or omissions, they inevitably occurred. Key documents were often incomplete or missing, and homonyms sometimes imposed insuperable problems. Nevertheless, this list can be regarded as a reasonably complete one that accurately reflects the office-holding patterns of the Toulousan barristers during the Revolution.

I  JUDICIAL OFFICES
A. Civil Tribunal of the District of Toulouse
   1790: Verieu, Bragouse, Arbanere, Romiguieres, Taverne, Boubée, Gary (Alternates: Loubers, Guion, Faure, Roques)
   1791: Bragouse, Guion, Loubers, Boubée, Loubet, Janole, Gary
   1792: Loubers, Roques, Gary, Janole (later Romiguieres, Clausolles)
   1793: Loubers, Guion, Janole, Roques, Clausolles
   Year II: Guion, Clausolles, Londois, Gratian, Gleizes
   Year III: Guion, Londois, Janole, Loubers, Romiguieres, Valette
   Year IV: Gratian, Janole, Dupuy, Guion, Loubers, Londois, Clausolles (alternate: Double)
   Year V: Guion, Loubers, Dupuy, Tissinier, Roques
   Year VI: Guion, Loubers, Londois, Clausolles, Roques

B. Criminal Tribunal—Department of the Haute-Garonne
   1791: Arbanere, Dubernard, Loubet
   1792: Arbanere, Dubernard, Loubet
   1793: Unknown
   Year II: No barristers of Toulouse (Hugueny, from Beaumont; Capelle, from Faget)
   Year III: Bragouse, Flottes
   Year IV: Bragouse, Flottes (alternate: Valette)
   Year V: Gratian, Janole, Londois
   Year VI: Gratian, Tissinier, Malpel fils, Janole

C. Justices of the Peace
   1791: Loubet, Tissinier, Faure (later, Gleizes)
   1792: Tissinier, Gleizes
   1793: Tissinier, Gleizes, Faure
Year II: Corail, Mathieu (Assessor-Double)
Year III: Dupuy, Faure, Tissinier, Dubernard
Year IV: Tissinier, Faure, Maynard
Year V: No barristers
Year VI: No barristers

D. Law School
Professors: Rouzet, Bec, Loubers, Clausolles, Turle-Labrepin (later, Maynard)
Agrégés: Janole, Soulié, Corail, Meilhon

E. Bureau of Conciliation
1791: Rouzet, Desazars, Clausolles
1792: Loubers, Rouzet, Clausolles
1793: Gleizes, Gratian
Year II: Dubernard, Londois
Year III: Gary, Laviguerie, Gratian

II MUNICIPAL OFFICES
1790: Mayor-Rigaud
   Councilmen-Bragouse, Gary, Romiguères, Malpel, Dupuy
   Notables-Rouzet, Laviguerie, Cassagnere
   Attorney-Dupuy
1791: Mayor-Rigaud
   Councilmen-Rouzet, Theule
   Notables-Unknown
   Attorney-Dupuy
1792: Mayor-Not a barrister (Derrey, former Seneschal Court officer)
   Councilmen-Desazars, Baras fils
   Notables-Loubeau, Tissinier, Loubet, Janole, Arbanere
   Attorney-Dupuy (substitute: Corail)
1793: Mayor-Not a barrister (Derrey)
   Councilmen-Not barristers
   Notables-Loubeau, Tissinier, Loubet, Janole, Arbanere, Rouzet, Gleizes
   Attorney-Dupuy (substitute: Corail)
Year II: Mayor-Not a barrister (Groussac, retail merchant)
   Councilmen-Dupuy
   Notables-Corail, Mathieu (?), Dorliac fils (?)
   Attorney-Londois
Year III: Mayor-Not a barrister (I. Cames, attorney)
   Councilmen-Lafage, Bellomaire
   Notables-Laviguerie, Londois, Guion
   Attorney-Gary fils
Year IV: Mayor-Not a barrister (Roussillon, merchant)
   Councilmen-Bellomaire, Roques
   Notables-Laviguerie, Guion
   Attorney-Gary fils (later, Verieu)
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III ADMINISTRATION OF THE DEPARTMENT

1790: Attorney-General Syndic: Mailhe
Councillmen—Romiguières, Pelleport, Dorliac, Purpan

1791: Attorney-General—Syndic: Malpel
Councillmen—Pelleport, Rouzet

1792: Attorney-General—Syndic: Malpel
Councillmen—Pelleport

1793: Unknown
Year II: Attorney-General—Syndic: Not a barrister (Descombels)
Councillmen—No barristers

Year III: Attorney-General—Syndic: Gratian (later, Gary fils)
Councillmen—Lafage, Pons de Vié, Gary, Clausolles, Bragouse

IV ADMINISTRATION OF DISTRICT

1790: Attorney—Syndic: Malpel
Councillmen—No barristers

1791: Attorney—Syndic: Rouzet
Councillmen—Roques

1792: Attorney—Syndic: Rouzet
Councillmen—No barristers

1793: Attorney—Syndic—Not a barrister (Lespinasse, former noble)
Councillmen—Baras

Year II: Unknown
Year III: Attorney—Syndic—Not a barrister (Lespinasse)
Councillmen—Ruotte, Tissinier, Loubers

V DEPUTIES TO NATIONAL ASSEMBLIES

Constituent: Viguier, Mousinat, Barère (for Bigorre), Hebrard (as alternate)

Legislative: Dorlac, Mailhe, Theule

Convention: Mailhe, Pérès, Rouzet, Barère, Solomiac (for Tarn?)
Council of 500: Pérès, Mailhe, Verieu

Sources: A.D., L-39, -45, -51, -77, -80, -102, -103, -205, -2578, -4244, -4553; 208 U-1 -2, 208 U-26 -27; A.M., 2 I-14; BB-61; 1 D-1 -2; Journal universel et affiches de Toulouse (1790-1792); L’Anti-Terroriste (Year III—Year V); works by Connac, Luc, Madoul, Beyssi, and Lagasquié, as cited in bibliography.